Dear Fusing Glass Enthusiast,

Welcome to this introduction to the wonderful world of fusing. In this class I plan to familiarize you with the terms, equipment and glass commonly used in fusing today.

For the first session I will go over this information and you will make six small projects suitable for pendants or magnets. I expect that you will explore detail and layering and cutting and fitting glass. I will bring an assortment of colored glass and frits and glass cutting tools for your use. I will take these and fire them and bring them back to you on our second class meeting.

Week two we will have a discussion of what works and what you would choose differently. You will then choose and make a more involved project of either three four inch tiles, two 6 inch squares or one 10 inch piece. I will fire these after class and you can pick them up at Kiss My Glass when I call you to let you know they are done. Firings will be done in the next week to two weeks after class. All patterns, glass, stringers, noodles and frit project materials handouts and two firings are included and provided.

Only COE 96 will be used in this class. Please do not bring additional materials unless you know for sure that they are COE 96. Mixing COE's does not work.

Materials fee covers all glass, miscellaneous and two firings. Please bring $50 materials fee with you to first class. Checks or cash are accepted.

Please feel free to contact me at Kiss My Glass if you have questions before class.

-Jackie Marr